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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 31/10/2022

Description 2021 Prime Time RV LaCrosse 3380IB, Prime Time RV LaCrosse travel trailer
3380IB highlights: Private Bunkhouse Kitchen Island U-Shaped Dinette Double-
Entry Bath Two Awnings You will be counting the days until your next camping
trip with this triple-slide LaCrosse travel trailer. Just imagine your outdoor kitchen
will be the talk of the campground when you are grilling steaks for your family.
You can prepare the meal inside on the kitchen island with decorative pendant
lighting after grabbing the seasoning from the oversized pantry. You will
appreciate the opposing slides in the main living and kitchen area that provide
plenty of floor space to walk around the trailer to get to each room. If it's time to
spend some time indoors, the hide-a-bed sofa and U-shaped dinette allow
everyone to come together to watch the 50" LED TV or play games. At night, you
can retire to your own master suite up front while the kids choose a bunk bed or
the Sleep and Play to try to fall asleep in their own private bunkhouse. Wherever
your camping adventures lead you, you will want a luxury LaCrosse travel trailer
from Prime Time RV. Throughout each model you will find plenty of attention to
detail from the shaker-style cabinet doors with glass inserts, the premium vinyl
flooring, and the large medicine cabinet to the "One Touch" electric awning. You
will find residential window treatments, and in the living room there is an
exclusive oversized MAX slide out offering nearly 40 cu. ft. of additional living
space. MAX protection is found in the exclusive ETERNABOND construction
which includes an enclosed and heated underbelly plus heated holding tanks and
more. The mandatory Advantage Package includes lots of goodies, like a
Universal Docking Center, an electric tongue jack, solid-surface countertops, and
so much more!
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 33248A
VIN Number: 5ZT2LCZB4MB011226
Condition: Pre-Owned
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 3

Item address Cicero, New York, United States
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